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1. Introduction

Ligaments are load-bearing, soft fibrous connective tissues that connect bones within joints [1–3]. The ligament that is ruptured the most and that is predominantly studied is the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) [1–5]. The ACL has a low self-healing propensity as it is surrounded by synovial fluid, which prevents clot formation, thereby impeding the wound-healing cascade [6,7]. Additionally, the high extracellular matrix (ECM) density and organization along with the presence of few or no blood vessels further hinder self-healing [5,6]. The inability of the ACL to self-repair has led to the study and design of functional synthetic constructs to replace damaged ACL using tissue-engineering principles [5–8]. Even though tissue engineering holds promise, the constructs developed to date do not completely restore normal tissue function, ultimately leading to construct failure [9–12]. This failure can be attributed to the lack of similarity of the scaffolds that have been investigated to the native ACL. These findings demonstrate the importance of replicating the geometric microenvironment in developing effective tissue engineering scaffolds.

The aim of this study was to fabricate a fibrous scaffold that closely resembled the micro-structural architecture and mechanical properties of collagen fibres found in the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL). To achieve this aim, fibrous scaffolds were made by electrospinning l-lactide based polymers. l-Lactide was chosen primarily due to its demonstrated biocompatibility, biodegradability and high modulus. The electrospun fibres were collected in tension on a rotating wire mandrel. Upon treating these fibres in a heated aqueous environment, they possessed a crimp-like pattern having a wavelength and amplitude similar to that of native ACL collagen. Of the polymer fibre scaffolds studied, those made from poly(l-lactide-co-o,l-lactide) PLDLA exhibited the highest modulus and were also the most resilient to in vitro hydrolytic degradation, undergoing a slight decrease in modulus compared to the other polymeric fibres over a 6 month period. Bovine fibroblasts seeded on the wavy, crimp-like PLDLA fibres attached, proliferated and deposited extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules on the surface of the fibrous scaffold. In addition, the deposited ECM exhibited bundle formation that resembled the fascicles found in native ACL. These findings demonstrate the importance of replicating the geometric microenvironment in developing effective tissue engineering scaffolds.
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